Maximum security and GDPR compliance with Drooms

Drooms takes the handling of confidential documents extremely seriously and safeguards client data using the highest security standards and handling protocols available.

Measures taken to protect data from unjustified modification, processing or loss

- **Privately owned servers**: Drooms is not hosted on a public cloud service. All data is stored on proprietary servers in Germany or Switzerland, which only dedicated Drooms employees can access for maintenance purposes.

- **External security audits**: Drooms is ISO 27001:2013 certified.

- **GDPR compliance**: As a European, data protection compliant data room provider, Drooms does not need to adhere to risky additional safeguards such as contractual clauses.

- **Safe data processing**: All data processing activities take place exclusively in Germany. For Swiss customers, special storage located in Switzerland is offered.

- **Clear company structure**: All Drooms affiliates are located within the EU and Switzerland.
In-house support staff: Technical and Customer Support Services are carried out directly by vetted Drooms employees

Vulnerability management: Drooms performs internal vulnerability scans and safety tests. In case of an emergency its disaster scenario plan guarantees that data remains unaffected

Overall system stability: Drooms keeps data confidential, secure and highly available with N+1-concept, encryption at rest and a secure tier architecture

Data room features that support secure work processes

IP filtering: The possibility to limit data room access at group level to specific devices with specific IP addresses is available

Multi-factor authentication: The option to sign in to the Drooms platform using an additional security code sent via SMS is offered

High end encryption: For premium security, data transfers are only possible via TLS connections with the latest encryption protocols & ciphers

User rights and permission controls: Individual granting of review, print, and/or storage authorisations at user and document level as well as dynamic watermarking is possible

Detailed reporting: Drooms offers complete activity reporting of all users in the data room

For more information please contact our:
Information Security Team via: infosec@drooms.com
Data Protection Team via: dataprotection@drooms.com